No shoes with laces...please read info below to understand why...........

-Even students who know how to tie manage to get knots in their shoes that are often impossible for teachers to remove.
-Shoes often come untied several times throughout the day and the students need to spend time retying instead of participating with the rest of the class.
-Shoes need to come off several times a day to empty sand from the playground...even experts at tying do not do so at the same rate as an adult. Other students have to wait...sometimes for long periods while tying students "make their bunnies go around the tree and into the hole..."

Please do not buy shoes with laces with the idea of tying them loosely so your child can easily slip them on and off. These loose shoes flip up and down and create noise in the hallways.

++ No Tie loops can be purchased at Walmart, Famous Footwear, Payless, etc. in many color options and can be used in place of shoelaces.++

Your child will need to wear tennis shoes on P.E. days. For options on the remaining days, please consult the school dress code.

Thank you,
the kindergarten teachers